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Youth voting practices play a critical role in both local and national elections. Our team was interested in understanding what issues are most important to youth, who or what influences them on these issues, and the perceived importance of voting among a large sample of American youth. Approximately 1000 youth aged 14-24 were polled about their thoughts on voting in February 2020 (prior to the COVID-19 pandemic) and again in September 2020.

Top election-related issues among youth include social justice, healthcare, the economy, and climate change

Of the many issues noted as important, the most common issue mentioned by youth at both timepoints was social justice. Within this category, youth referenced many social justice topics such as criminal justice reform, police brutality, LGBTQ+ rights, civil rights, and reproductive justice, among others. One individual says “I care mainly about equality across the table. Whether it be by race, gender, age or lgbt community.” Notably, there was an increase in responses mentioning social justice issues from February to September 2020, which may reflect the national landscape after the May 2020 killing of George Floyd in Minneapolis while in police custody. Other topics like healthcare, the economy, and climate change were the next most prominent issues referenced by youth. In September, the COVID-19 pandemic was often cited in the context of a variety of issues such as healthcare, economic recovery, social justice, and education. One participant noted that they care about “how the government is handling COVID, healthcare and public health issues.”

Friends, family, and personal experiences influence where youth stand on issues

The vast majority of youth indicated that their voting stance was affected by multiple aspects of their life, rather than a singular factor. In both February and September, the most cited influence on youth opinion was friends and family. This was closely followed by responses referencing personal beliefs or life experiences. For instance, some participants included...
a personal story such as witnessing a family member navigate the healthcare system. One individual shared that “things like money and healthcare are huge stressors in my life.” Additional factors that influence youth include the media (“Google and YouTube” or “social media in general”), celebrity or social media influencers, self-identity (“being a 21 year old college female”), specific issues (“I want my future children to live on a green planet”), and hearing about other people’s experiences (“I try to listen to those most affected”).

**Most youth believe their vote matters**

In both February and September, the majority of youth responded affirmatively when asked if they believe their vote matters. One person explains “Yes, every vote matters. It’s important that I use my right to have a voice in the direction of my country and communities.” Conversely, for youth who do not believe that their vote matters, the most common reason was a mistrust in the system. Some individuals alluded to a broken political system, illegitimacy of the electoral college, election fraud, and corrupt politicians. More broadly, some youth referenced feeling marginalized or non-represented, as well as pessimistic that things never change. A participant notes “It’s just that when I vote things don’t seem to change in my community.” In September, a trend emerged in which some youth would explicitly state that their vote does not matter, yet still express their intent to vote. One person writes “I don’t think my vote matters, but I will diehard urge myself and others to go to the polls and vote.” This suggests that voting behavior may be due to more than a belief in the power of one’s own vote.

**The COVID-19 pandemic and recent social justice movements greatly influenced youth opinions on voting**

The majority of participants noted one or more recent events that impacted their opinion on voting. Some common responses referenced the COVID-19 pandemic, social justice movements such as Black Lives Matter, instances of police brutality, events related to specific candidates or government leadership, questions of voter suppression and election legitimacy, and personal events such as college experiences or conversations with friends. While our previous data revealed that healthcare is an important issue for youth, this was reinforced in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. One person writes “what has impacted me this year is seeing how so many people die from the pandemic and that health services are not provided due to not having insurance.” Through the lens of the COVID-19 pandemic, many youth are disillusioned with voting and other government domains. For instance, one person writes “the pandemic as a whole has changed my political opinion a bunch, just because we politicized it so much rather than coming together during a global period of distress.”

**Besides voting, youth also make their voices heard through protesting and activism online**

Youth reported multiple ways to have their voice heard outside of voting including social media, discussion
Responses were collected using the MyVoice study, a national longitudinal text-message survey of youth. Participants were recruited via social media to meet national demographic benchmarks based on the American Community Survey. Questions were iteratively developed by a research team including survey experts and youth, and the following were fielded: 1) In an election, what are the issues that are the most important to you? 2) Who or what influences where you stand on these issues? 3) Do you think your vote matters? Why or why not? 4) Are there recent events that have impacted your opinion on voting? What happened and how did it impact your opinion? 5) Besides voting, how else could you make your voice heard? A total of 1072 and 976 youth responded to the surveys on 2/28/2020 and 9/4/2020, respectively. Responses were qualitatively assessed and categorized by two independent investigators to reach consensus. More information about the MyVoice study methodology is available at researchprotocols.org/2017/12/e247.
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